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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which best defines Assets in CRM on Demand?
A. Assets are goods and services being considered for purchase that can be linked to
Opportunity
B. Assets are goods and services that a customer has bought and are linked to Account records.
C. Assets are goods and services that a customer has bought and are linked to forecast records.
D. Assets are goods and Services being considered for purchase that can be linked to Account!
Answer: B
Explanation:
When you want to track a product you've sold to a customer or company, link the product
record to the account as an asset.
Reference: Oracle CRM On Demand Online Help, Tracking Assets

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following statements is correct regarding transport domains and transport groups
in
ABAP-based SAP Systems?
There are 2 correct answers to this question
A. All SAP Systems in a transport domain must belong to the same transport group.
B. All SAP Systems within one transport domain have RFC destinations (names beginning with
"TMS...")
pointing to the same transport domain controller system.
C. A transport domain can only be set up if more than one application server is installed.
D. All SAP Systems within one transport group have a common transport directory.
E. A transport domain consists of the client-independent table TDOM (the transport domain
table), into
which all transports (exports or imports) in the SAP System are logged.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
All of the following are characteristics of stop orders EXCEPT:
A. Protecting profits
B. It is seldom used by investors
C. Minimizing losses
D. Rapid execution
Answer: D
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